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Digital libraries and other large archives of electronically re-
trievable and manipulable material are becoming widespread in
both commercial and scientic arenas. Advances in network-
ing technologies have led to a greater proliferation of wide-
area distributed data warehousing with associated data man-
agement challenges. We review tools and technologies for sup-
porting distributed on-line data archives and explain our key
concept of \active" data archives, in which data can be pro-
cessed on-demand prior to delivery. We are developing wide-
area data warehousing software infrastructure for geographi-
cally distributed archives of large scientic data sets, such as
satellite image data, that are stored hierarchically on disk ar-
rays and tape silos and are accessed by a variety of scientic
and decision support applications. Interoperability is a major
issue for distributed data archives and requires standards for
server interfaces and metadata. We review present activities
and our contributions in developing such standards for dierent
application areas.
Keywords: active data archive; data warehouse; distributed
data; Java; CORBA; middleware; digital library.
I. Introduction
Digital libraries and other large archives of electronic data
are becoming widespread in both the commercial and scien-
tic arenas. This has led to a real practical need for software
systems to manage large data archives. Such systems should
support ecient and robust data ingest, storage, cataloging,
management, browsing and/or querying, processing, and ac-
cess. Advances in networking technologies and the enormous
growth in use of the Internet and the World Wide Web have
led to a greater emphasis on making data archives available
on-line. This enables access to a wealth of data in multiple
data archives distributed throughout the world, which is ex-
tremely useful for a for a variety of commercial and scientic
applications, particularly in areas such as data mining and
decision support.
The enormous potential benets of wide-area distributed
data warehousing have not yet been fully realised, mainly due
to a lack of software tools for supporting wide-area distributed
data warehousing and for developing applications to eec-
tively use these on-line data archives. There are additional
challenges associated with managing and accessing multiple
data archives that are distributed over wide-area networks, in0-7695-0981-9/01terms of both software support and data management policy.
Performance, security, authentication, electronic commerce,
portability, transparent access, and interface standards all be-
come major issues.
Standard data warehouses provide services for users and
client applications to query, select and download data. We
have been working on mechanisms to support on-line data
archives that can also provide on-demand processing of data
before delivery to the client. These \active" data archives are
particularly useful for scientic and decision support applica-
tions, and can greatly enhance the value of static collections
of large datasets.
For example, in a decision support application, a single
query may require substantial processing of large amounts of
data, potentially from multiple distributed data archives, in
order to produce an information product that may be very
small (possibly just a single number or a yes/no answer) com-
pared to the amount of data that was processed. In many
cases it is infeasible or very inecient to transfer all the nec-
essary data across a wide-area network to be processed on the
client. A better approach is to do some (or all) of the process-
ing on the server side, particularly if it involves data reduction
operations.
Active data archives enable data providers to sell value-
added information as well as (or instead of) raw data. The
addition of processing services to on-line data archives allows
users to request value-added derived data products on de-
mand. If the data processing is fairly simple, it may be possi-
ble to preprocess all the raw data and store the derived data
products, however this will generally require too much compu-
tational and storage resources, particularly for large data sets
such as satellite data archives. A better approach is to gener-
ate the derived data products only when they are requested,
although once the processing has been done, it may be useful
to cache the results for future use. This is feasible if a suitable
data naming scheme can be devised.
Active data archives require additional computational in-
frastructure to support services for processing data on the
server before delivery. The client must be able to easily spec-
ify the processing that is required. This is straightforward
for a single process acting on a single data product, how-
ever more demanding applications may need to request a se-
quence of operations on multiple data products. The dierent
data sets and software packages required for a given task may $10.00 (c) 2001 IEEE 1
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wide-area network. For applications that require interactive
or near real-time results, the processing requirements may be
so great that the data must be transferred to a high-end com-
pute server. Complex tasks may require careful scheduling
of storage and computational resources to achieve the fastest
turn-around time for these requests.
In order to handle all these requirements, an active data
archive needs a sophisticated software and hardware infras-
tructure to support distributed and high-performance com-
puting applications. The software technology for building
such an infrastructure has greatly improved in the last few
years, with the development of the World Wide Web and
the availability of platform-independent, distributed, object-
oriented programming environments such as the Common Ob-
ject Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) [25] and Java [36].
These technologies are examples of what is known as dis-
tributed computing middleware, which provides a standard-
ised programming interface that abstracts over low-level de-
tails, allowing much easier development of distributed com-
puting applications that can work across dierent computer
and network architectures and systems software.
These are the main technologies we are using in our research
work, which has focussed on developing a high-level software
infrastructure to support distributed active data archives.
Our software is designed to act as distributed computing mid-
dleware, but at a much higher level than Java and CORBA,
which we have used as building blocks. Our high-level mid-
dleware infrastructure is actually an object-oriented metacom-
puting [14, 15, 34] environment, which aims to provide trans-
parent and ecient access to services for querying, processing
and accessing data on multiple computers distributed across
a wide-area network.
Our work has focussed mainly on archives of large (bulk)
data sets, such as scientic data and satellite imagery, however
the main concepts are more generally applicable. Other ap-
plications areas include those using archives of nancial data;
meteorological data (measurements and simulation results);
agricultural and environmental data; and other areas that in-
volve large amounts of relatively slowly changing data inter-
mixed with smaller derived data products.
Achieving near real-time performance for applications that
use distributed archives of bulk data is a challenging prob-
lem. The data is often stored on tape silos with large access
overheads, processing may be computationally intensive, and
downloading large amounts of data over wide-area networks
can be very slow. A lot of our research eort is targeting these
problems, searching for ways to utilise high-speed networks,
computers and storage systems where they can really make
a dierence; developing intelligent data caching and process
scheduling strategies; and designing an ecient middleware
infrastructure for supporting distributed active data archives.
A key criterion for success is that client applications should
not require the end user to be an expert in the technologies
that enable access to the data, but only that users are able
to specify, or describe, the data and processing they require,
using an appropriate, intuitive, text-based or graphical user
iterface. The end user should not have to worry about details
such as specifying where to nd the data, identifying the server0-7695-0981-9/01with the fastest access time if the data is stored in multiple
data archives, nding the fastest available machine that has
the right software for doing the processing, resubmitting the
request if there is a fault in the client or the server or the
network, etc. These are problems that should be handled by
the middleware infrastructure.
A well designed active on-line archive system will enable
various geographically distributed data custodians to pool
their resources and provide an integrated interface to the data
collections. This is particularly useful for providing derived
data such as executive summaries; access and usage statistics;
high level views of the collections and summary information
of use to the custodians themselves as well as end users.
There are in summary four key components to an active
data archive. The low level bulk data storage management
system (for both data and metadata or index data); the mid-
dleware data transport and service brokering component; the
processing services which may be high performance computing
platforms; and the client that will act as a suitable interface to
the whole collection. Our approach to this problem has been
to integrate together as many standard components as pos-
sible, providing some key middleware (developed using both
Java and CORBA) at the server side and an extensible client
interface (using predominantly Java) that can run from a Web
browser environment.
In this paper, we provide a summary of our research work
on developing a middleware infrastructure for supporting dis-
tributed active data archives, for use in various scientic and
decision support applications. In section II, we review the
technologies that are available for wide-area distributed data
warehousing, and what capabilities they provide for support-
ing active data archives. We also present examples of some
prototype active data archives that we have created, to il-
lustrate the capabilities and limitations of these technologies.
Section III gives a brief overview of our DISCWorld project,
which is developing a high-level middleware infrastructure to
support distributed active data archives. Section IV discusses
the key issue of distributed data storage, which underpins
all our work on data warehousing and which is designed to
interoperate with the DISCWorld middleware. Section V dis-
cusses some evolving standards for metadata and interfaces
for querying, processing and delivery of data from on-line
data archives. Finally, we summarise the main issues faced
in building a middleware infrastructure for supporting dis-
tributed, active, on-line data archives, and the problem areas
that are the subject of current research.
II. Enabling Technologies for Data Warehousing
There is a wide spectrum of technologies available with
which on-line data warehouses may be constructed, managed
and accessed. In this section we focus on the distributed com-
puting technologies that enable access to data and processing
services from on-line data archives, and provide examples of
the use of these technologies in some prototype active data
archives that we have developed. $10.00 (c) 2001 IEEE 2
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The development of the World Wide Web provided a sim-
ple mechanism for accessing data over wide-area networks us-
ing the hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP) to download les
from Web servers. The use of hypertext enabled the devel-
opment of user-friendly, point-and-click Web browsers, which
have rapidly become a ubiquitous standard interface to on-
line information. The Web has therefore become a standard
platform for hosting and interfacing to digital libraries and
on-line data archives.
Active data archives require a mechanism for invoking pro-
grams for processing data on the server side. HTTP provides
this capability via the Common Gateway Interface (CGI) [17],
which allows server-side programs to be called using an HTML
form or a URL in a special format that encodes the program
and the parameters being sent to it. The CGI program gen-
erates output data (usually a Web page in HTML format,
but in principle this can be any kind of data) and returns it
to the browser, where it is handled just as if it were from a
normal le sitting on a Web server and accessed via a stan-
dard URL. HTTP and CGI thus provide a simple but pow-
erful mechanism for implementing active data archives. Since
most on-line data archives are accessed via Web servers, this
type of interface has become very common, particularly for
text-oriented digital libraries, but also for image-based ap-
plications such as serving maps on demand. The Open GIS
Consortium [26] has been working on standards for Web-based
mapping [28], and the initial proposals are based on HTTP
and CGI.
One of the rst on-line data archives that we created was
a repository of satellite data [21] from the Japanese GMS5
geostationary meteorological satellite, which provides hourly
images in 4 spectral bands for the entire hemisphere of the
Earth visible from the satellite. We developed a simple satel-
lite data browsing system known as ERIC [21,23], which used
Web technology to interface to the satellite archive. This pro-
totype active data archive interface was developed partly to
help some of our collaborators make better use of the GMS5
repository for scientic applications, and partly to explore the
software issues in constructing wide-area on-line data archives
with support for server-side processing.
The simple queries supported under our initial ERIC system
were for a particular spectral band at a particular date and
time. Since the full images are very large (around 2300x2300
pixels), we also allowed the user to request a specic image
resolution and a particular region of interest. Later we added
capabilities for additional server-side processing, such as pro-
ducing time-series animations as MPEG videos. This takes a
substantial amount of computation, but we were able to re-
duce the processing time by distributing the workload over
a cluster of workstations. The ERIC system was originally
implemented as a single driver program running on the Web
server machine and invoked as a CGI program by the Web
server daemon. The driver script was a Perl program, and
some of the necessary functions were implemented as C pro-
grams or shell scripts invoked as system calls from the Perl
script. The user interface was a simple static HTML form.
This system architecture allows for rapid prototyping of ap-
plications, but has a number of disadvantages. Debugging,0-7695-0981-9/01error handling, monitoring of processes and maintaining state
information are all more dicult when the client has to inter-
face to the server program using CGI, which makes it hard to
develop robust CGI applications. Perl is an excellent language
for rapid prototyping, but not particularly good for developing
and maintaining large and complex software projects. Em-
bedded system calls are not very ecient either in memory
or in computational startup costs, since they must employ a
separately spawned UNIX process to handle them.
These problems drove us to develop the improved prototype
systems described in the following sections. In particular, our
DISCWorld middleware and storage systems described in sec-
tions III and IV were designed to address a number of the de-
sign and software engineering issues identied in implementing
the ERIC server. The issue of placement of ERIC processes
was particularly dicult. Distribution was achieved through
statically conguring a remote processor to provide some of
the computation necessary to fulll a query. Ideally we would
like a middleware system to provide a service to manage this
more exibly through a proper job scheduling component.
B. Java Clients
The ERIC client presented users with a familiar HTML
forms interface. This type of interface is functional, but can be
restrictive, since it cannot easily be made more user-friendly
to allow easier navigation through the data archive, or cus-
tomised for specic purposes. A much richer and more in-
teractive user interface can be provided by using JavaScript
or a Java applet. Interfaces of this kind are now commonly
used for Web-based mapping applications that access geospa-
tial data from Web servers, including applets based on the
OpenMap Java toolkit [2] and a number of other examples
from the OpenGIS Web Mapping Testbed [?]. Development
of ERIC progressed from a simple forms-based CGI program
to using a basic Java applet client that allowed some limited
client-side interaction such as rubber-banding a region of in-
terest. The next step was a Java version of ERIC that ran
inside the DISCWorld client environment (screenshots of this
version are shown in gures 1 and 2). The DISCWorld version
of ERIC enabled much greater user interaction with the sys-
tem, making it easier to specify server-side image processing
operations, and allowing the user to access and reuse interme-
diate results in a processing chain.
We also developed a prototype satellite imagery viewer ap-
plet [6] that used the Java Advanced Imaging (JAI) API to
provide support for image tiling, improved interactive navi-
gation through a large tiled data set, and client-side image
processing. The client could access data either from a Web
server (using a CGI or a standard URL) or from an image
database using standard CORBA interfaces (described in sec-
tions II-C and V). The use of JAI and CORBA made this
a much more heavyweight client than the basic Java applets
used for ERIC, which caused some stability problems due to
the still relatively immature nature of this technology. This
can be an area of concern for complex applets with a lot of
client-side processing.
We also developed a Java applet to provide a powerful, ef-
cient and intuitive graphical user interface to a large archive
of images of the human body produced by the Visible Human $10.00 (c) 2001 IEEE 3
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rst demonstrations that a Java applet could provide an ex-
cellent Web-based graphical user interface to a large on-line
data archive, since they can be more interactive, responsive
and easy to use than a simple HTML-based interface.
The Visible Human Viewer allows the user to download low,
medium and high resolution images. Since downloading the
high resolution images can take a long time, we have added
the capability for the user to select only a specied region of
the image by rubber-banding a thumbnail image. The ap-
plet then accesses a server program, using either CGI or Java
Remote Method Invocation (RMI), which uncompresses the
image, crops out the specied region in the image, compresses
it back to JPEG format, and returns it to the client. This is a
very simple example of how an active data archive can make
accessing large data sets more ecient.
An advantage of using Java applets is that they can easily
be developed to allow customised user interfaces to be down-
loaded for dierent users or dierent applications, based on a
specied set of user preferences. This would be particularly
useful for complex decision support applications.
C. Other Implementation Technologies
CORBA [25] and Java Remote Method Invocation
(RMI) [36] oer more powerful and exible interfaces to
server-side processing than can be achieved using HTTP and
CGI. They are both targeted at distributed computing appli-
cations, and are therefore excellent environments for devel-
oping distributed active data archives. They are particularly
eective for complex applications requiring server-side or dis-
tributed data processing. They also oer in-built support for
multiple distributed data archives, since they allow for reg-
istries that advertise available data access and processing ser-
vices. This means clients do not need to know exactly what
server is hosting a particular service, but can query a registry
to nd a required service.
Another advantage of using Java and CORBA is that they
allow the development of both client and server programs us-
ing a modern object-oriented programming approach, which
makes it easier to program larger, more complex software sys-
tems; to specify standard interfaces to services; and to handle
data access or processing errors. Client applications that are
written in object-oriented languages, e.g. Java applets, can
interface to the data archive in a more natural and exible
object-oriented manner, rather than having to drop down to
a lower level to manually convert client requests to a set of pa-
rameters that can be passed to the server CGI program using
HTTP.
Many large distributed systems have been designed using
CORBA's Interface Denition Language (IDL) [25] to specify
the interfaces between dierent parts of the system, in which
case it is usually easier to use CORBA to handle distributed
processing. For pure Java applications, remote processing ser-
vices are more easily implemented using Java RMI rather than
CORBA. RMI is particularly useful for applications with Java
applet client interfaces. CORBA is more suitable for devel-
oping distributed versions of legacy applications, since it was
designed to interface between programs written in dierent
languages. Java can handle programs written in other lan-0-7695-0981-9/01guages by using the Java Native Interface (JNI), however this
process can be non-trivial. Developing distributed systems us-
ing both Java and CORBA allows the programmer to use the
strengths of each system in particular areas. Future versions
of these technologies (Java 2 Enterprise Edition and CORBA
3) should make it easier to integrate the two.
In collaboration with the Australian Defence Science and
Technology Organisation (DSTO), we have used Java and
CORBA to develop a prototype implementation of a system
for accessing distributed active data archives of geospatial im-
age data such as aerial photography and satellite data [7,20].
The software is written using Java and CORBA, and con-
forms to a subset of the Geospatial and Imagery Access Ser-
vices (GIAS) specication [39], which denes standard inter-
faces to a geospatial image archive using IDL (see section V
for further information on interface standards).
The GIAS interfaces allow an application to to remotely
invoke services such as storing and accessing image data and
metadata; searching for images by querying the metadata;
extracting image data for a specied region and converting
the images between dierent formats; as well as general in-
frastructure to manage the whole system and handle requests
and errors.
In our implementation, metadata was stored in a database
and accessed via the Java Database Connectivity (JDBC)
standard interface, while the images themselves was stored
on the le server, for scalability and faster access and dissem-
ination.
There are other distributed computing technologies, such
as ActiveX and DCOM from Microsoft, but we do not con-
sider them here since they are not portable or interoperable
between dierent computing platforms, which is important for
distributed systems.
XML [43] (eXtensible Markup Language) is becoming a
common mechanism for specifying and delivering structured
information for use inWeb-based and distributed applications.
It is particularly useful for developing systems for manag-
ing active data archives, since it can be used to provide a
standard mechanism for describing everything from metadata
schemas for database queries to the scheduling of processes
across multiple compute servers for distributed processing of
data. XML is gaining a lot of support as an enabling technol-
ogy for Internet-based commercial transactions, and is also
generating a lot of interest as a means of accessing geospa-
tial [27, 28] and scientic [3] data archives. We have also de-
veloped an XML-based scripting language for specifying job
scheduling for distributed applications [18].
Java and CORBA provide good support for developing ap-
plications that use on-line data archives, however the program
developer must create a lot of software infrastructure, partic-
ularly to support multiple distributed data archives and the
combining and scheduling of processing services that may be
run across multiple distributed servers. A better approach is
to use a higher-level metacomputing [15, 34] or grid comput-
ing [14] environment that provides high-performance middle-
ware for handling distributed data storage, access and pro-
cessing. $10.00 (c) 2001 IEEE 4
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The term middleware is now widely used to refer to soft-
ware glue that hides the vagaries of networks and architecture
dependence of distributed systems from applications codes.
Middleware is generally thought of as that software which in-
terfaces between the operating system controlling a particular
computer and the application codes. Identifying a separate
middleware component allows applications codes to be de-
veloped and maintained more portably and independent of a
particular target computer system.
A complex scientic or decision support application may
require access to multiple data archives and a variety of pro-
cessing services, which may be distributed across a wide-area
network. For rapid response, the application may require
high-end compute, storage and network resources. These
kinds of high-end applications, and the distributed active data
archives that support them, can benet greatly from a high-
level middleware infrastructure that provides support for what
is termed metacomputing, or large-scale computing on com-
puting resources distributed across wide-area networks.
Metacomputing systems are mainly targeted at scien-
tic simulations using distributed high-performance comput-
ers [14,15,34]. Most of the metacomputing systems currently
in use do not utilise distributed computing technologies such
as Java and CORBA that are becoming mainstream in the
general information technology sector. Distributed Informa-
tion Systems Control World (DISCWorld) [19] is our proto-
type metacomputing model and system, which has been de-
veloped using Java and builds on the modern object-oriented
distributed computing models of Java and CORBA. It aims to
provide middleware support for applications such as decision
support systems that require access and processing of data
from distributed data archives, particularly for large-scale ap-
plications that require large data sets and high-end computing
platforms. It therefore provides a software infrastructure for
supporting distributed active data archives, and the applica-
tions that use them.
A DISCWorld application example drawn from the area of
image processing might involve an agricultural user query. A
land policy manager is perhaps attempting to understand how
drought is aecting a particular region. Understanding this
issue might involve calling up satellite or aerial reconnaissance
imagery on a particular region, perhaps overlaying or mosaic-
ing several separate images from dierent passes of a plane
or satellite. These images might represent dierent wave-
length channels and it may be necessary to combine them to
derive information about vegetation cover or soil/land cover
type. A well integrated active archive would allow the user
to call up sets of raw data such as the imagery; compose a
regional lter that focusses on a geographic area of interest;
invoke image mosaicing and registration operators that com-
bine individual images into a composite covering the relevant
region; invoke channel fusion operators that combine dierent
remotely sensed wavelengths into a vegetation or greenness
index for example; and call data reduction operators that can
give area weighted percentages histograms or average values.
The user query may involve moving around many gigabytes
of imagery; carrying out mathematically and computation-
ally intensive processing operations to composite images and0-7695-0981-9/01 channels; and nally powerful data reduction operations.
Almost all of the work involved can take place at the server
side, with only relatively small thumbnail images or simple
histograms and results being transmitted to the client. The
server side may consist of a distributed set of compute servers,
but these may be connected with high bandwidth networking
technology, in contradistinction to the client connect which
may be only a modem or terminal line. Making a clean sep-
aration between client and server side work, and successfully
managing the scheduling or processes and data movements is
a non-trivial task. Our DISCWorld middleware system was
designed to address this.
DISCWorld is targeted at wide area systems and applica-
tions where it is worthwhile or necessary to run them over
wide areas. These will typically be applications that require
access to large specialist datasets stored by custodians at dif-
ferent geographically separated sites. An example application
might be in land planning [5], where a client application may
require access to land title information at one site, digital
terrain map data at another, and air reconnaissance or satel-
lite imagery stored at another site. A human decision maker
may be seated at a low-end compute platform running a Web
browser environment, but is able to pose queries and data
processing transactions of a network of DISCWorld connected
servers to extract decisions from these potentially very large
datasets without having to download them to their own site.
Our vision for DISCWorld is an integrated query-based en-
vironment where users may connect to a \cloud" of distributed
high-performance computing, communications and storage re-
sources, and request data retrieval and processing operations.
The user need not know anything about the details of the re-
sources being used (which is why we use the cloud metaphor),
since the DISCWorld middleware handles these. Users them-
selves may only be connected into the cloud by a low band-
width network link such as that provided by a modem line.
This action-at-a-distance query-based approach appears an
appropriate one for decision support applications where the
user is provided with a collection of application components
that run in a Web browser and help the user to control remote
high-end computing resources.
Much of our research to date has considered the multi-
threaded software daemon (DWd) that runs on each partic-
ipating DISCWorld service providing host. This module is
symmetric and provides the core functionality of both a DIS-
CWorld server and a client. Servers can be clients of one
another. Typically, a particular DISCWorld node will be con-
gured to oer only a small set of services, which may be
simply to act as a gateway to other services; to carry out
storage management; to schedule processing tasks; or to act
as a repository for code modules that can be loaded into a re-
congurable graphical client in a Web browser environment.
DISCWorld provides a scheduling and brokering middleware
for building active data archive servers. It interfaces to data
storage management software, embodied as a separate soft-
ware module which we describe in section IV.
The DISCWorld environment automatically assumes the re-
sponsibility of locating the data and program modules, and
their transfer between distributed machines. We believe this
approach is invaluable in the more general case of distributed$10.00 (c) 2001 IEEE 5
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data and program code is not assured, and large geographi-
cal separation of clients and servers makes all data transfer
expensive. In addition, results are named in such a manner
as to facilitate deferred delivery mechanisms. This allows the
user to request some processing and then examine the results
at a later time.
Figure 1 shows an interactive DISCWorld client interface
that could run either as a Java application or Java applet
inside a Web browser. A user will have logged on to the DIS-
CWorld environment, using one of the participating server
nodes as a gateway, and as shown has downloaded customis-
able imagery catalogue browser applets which can guide them
through the data search process. The screendump shows
that the user has already found two images which match the
search criteria, and these have been returned as iconic point-
ers. These appear as thumbnail iconic forms of the found
images. Figure 2 illustrates the subsequent display when the
user has clicked one of the iconic pointer images and has down-
loaded it to the client.
Fig. 1. Earth Observation Information Catalogue (ERIC) applets
downloaded into a DISCWorld graphical client environment, run-
ning as a Java applet in a Web browser environment. The ERIC
applet provides search forms to identify satellite imagery stored on
a remote server, and the two iconic pointers at the lower left are
remote data pointers to found data.
IV. Distributed Data Storage
On-line data archives place demanding requirements upon
storage and network resources. Any underlying software in-
frastructure must therefore be able to optimise the storage
and retrieval of data within and from these distributed and
hierarchical resources to obtain high performance. In this sec-
tion we outline the DISCWorld Storage System (DSS) and the
DISCWorld File System (DWorFS) that underpin many of the
operations of the DISCWorld environment.
The heterogeneous nature of distributed data archives im-
plies that the underlying software infrastructure should be
portable across host hardware and operating systems as well
as storage mechanisms and network technologies. This issue is0-7695-0981-9/016
Fig. 2. The user has invoked the download operation on one of the
found images and has downloaded a copy of the data onto their
display screen area. The data is now cached on the client and can
be manipulated locally. The pointer to the server copy may still
exist however, if the user has not explicitly discarded it.
complicated by the need for high performance, which is often
at odds with the goal of portability. For example, experience
has shown that methods often used to achieve maximum theo-
retical network performance are often non-trivial and platform
specic.
The ever-increasing size of modern data archives implies
that they are more likely to be both distributed (multiple
servers connected across a network) and hierarchical (use
tertiary storage such as tape silos, as well as disk arrays).
Therefore any software infrastructure providing access to such
archives must feature the ability to handle the underlying stor-
age technologies and their potentially distributed nature. In-
creasing the importance of this distribution are the typical
latencies across global networks, which are orders of magni-
tude greater than existing distributed data access mechanisms
were designed to accommodate, and cannot be reduced due
to lower bounds forced by the speed of light. Unlike most
existing remote data access systems, future systems must be
designed and implemented for latency tolerance. A similar
problem occurs with hierarchical storage systems such as large
robotic tape silos, which have access latencies which may be
an orders of magnitude greater than those from disk. Essen-
tially, the distributed and hierarchical nature of large-scale
on-line data archives have presented equivalent problems {
high-latency access to data held on diering, often proprietary
storage technologies.
The large scale of modern on-line data archives also poses
problems for the infrastructure developer in that the range
of sizes of individual pieces of data within the system can be
very large. For example, metadata objects can consist of just
a few bytes each, yet a single multi-spectral satellite image
can require hundreds of megabytes of storage. Systems de-
signed to handle the storage and distribution of data within
such archives must allocate, utilise and deallocate available
resources in the most judicious manner, which can dier dras- $10.00 (c) 2001 IEEE 6
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or distributed le systems [32,33,37] are aimed for use within
\typical" operating environments by \typical" users. Stud-
ies [1, 29] and seemingly appropriate assumptions have been
made regarding le size distributions, and designs tailored ac-
cordingly; however these assumptions may have no reason-
able basis for large data archives. The same is true for both
storage and networking resources. Maximising performance
therefore relies on the ability of the software infrastructure to
dynamically optimise the organisation of data across storage
resources according to the data composition and performance
characteristics of the given storage and networking resources.
Through our DISCWorld metacomputing project, we are
exploring the storage facet of on-line data archives with the
DISCWorld Storage Service (DSS) [31]. The DSS is a de-
centralised service layer within the metacomputing system,
providing access to arbitrarily distributed and disparate stor-
age resources. The primary design feature of the DSS is its
modularity and extensibility. The DSS provides a framework
for dynamically loaded modules that are specic to particular
datasets or storage mechanisms to provide optimised access to













Fig. 3. DISCWorld File System compared to conventional Networked
File System.
One of the building blocks for the DSS is the DISCWorld
le system daemon (DWorFS) [30]. Network le systems op-
erate by providing a software daemon that application pro-
grams interact with via systems calls such as open(), read()
and write(). The daemon will transparently open les, and
read or write data blocks to/from the actual disk system even
if it is in fact controlled remotely by a networked computer.
The standard Network File System (NFS) [37] daemon pro-
vides transparent access to the actual le system stored on a
disk. Our DWorFS daemon is implemented as a plug in sub-
stitute for conventional NFS (see gure 3). It too provides
applications with system call services so that the application
appears to be accessing les as normal. DWorFS however is
able to trigger program modules to intercept particular le
access calls and take appropriate actions. For example, by
choosing a naming convention for datasets that do not exist
yet, but for which there is a known program or set of programs
to run to create them, DWorFS can create data on the y as
and when it is requested by users. This is especially useful
for the active data archive model we have described, whereby
derived data sets can be produced from a static collection of
primary data on demand. The derived data can be cached0-7695-0981-9/01and the DWorFS module can interact with a cache manage-
ment database to avoid reproducing data that already exists
as a real le, left over from a previous request.
The DSS operates as a set of mutually co-operative server
processes (using the DWorFS building block) on nodes within
the DISCWorld metacomputing system, as illustrated in g-
ure 4. No hierarchy exists between these servers; the dis-
tribution architecture is purely peer-peer. Requests received
by a DSS server are forwarded to remote DSS servers or to
lower levels within the server, which multiplex requests for
dataset- and storage-specic modules. These modules can
then provide optimised storage services for specic datasets
or storage devices, for example satellite imagery archives and
hierarchical storage mechanisms. Data access operations with
disparate and arbitrarily distributed data archives and stor-
age devices can then occur transparently without requiring














Fig. 4. Overview of the DISCWorld Storage Service architecture.
The modules within DSS are currently implemented
through the dynamic loading facility available on most Unix-
like operating systems. In response to a valid request received
by DSS from clients or other DSS servers, the appropriate
function of the specied module will be called to process the
request. As executable code these modules can then of course
perform arbitrary allowable operations to satisfy the request,
including the generation and processing of data. We term this
active nature of the storage system active storage, in that the
modules providing access to storage and data resources can
actively adapt to user requirements and resource availability.
The currently implemented interface to DSS is NFS. While
not optimal for performance and other reasons, we chose to
implement and utilise this interface as it allows access to the
DSS infrastructure without requiring any application or op-
erating system modications. Each DSS node operates as a
user-level daemon on a Unix-like operating system, waiting for
NFS requests. Applications simply go through their system's
local DSS mountpoint to access the DSS infrastructure. DSS
then handles bulk remote data transfer, since NFS is not de-
signed to do this, and will break large les into a lot of small
chunks, which reduces performance. Incoming pathname re- $10.00 (c) 2001 IEEE 7
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as responsible for the given directory subtree. For example,
to access a GMS-5 satellite imagery archive through DSS, an
example pathname request is:
/dss/GMS5/199901010930/vis/sa.hdf
Assuming /dss is the mountpoint for DSS, the GMS5 path-
name component is then interpreted as the dataset module to
handle the request. The rest of the pathname, which looks
like it points to a real le stored in a directory tree based on
parameters or metadata elds specic to the dataset module,
is actually a mechanism to specify to the DSS how to create
the le based on these parameters. In the case of the GMS5
module, the format of the pathname is dened to specify the
date and time, image spectral channel, location and le format
respectively. The GMS5 module can then perform whatever
operations are required to present the virtual le to the user
application, including communicating with storage modules
to access arbitrary local or remote storage resources and per-
forming image transformations or conversions. The user ap-
plication is completely oblivious of all this activity, and simply
requests and accesses the data as if it were a normal le.
The DWorFS and DSS provide a simple but powerful way
of accessing active data archives. They are particularly useful
for legacy applications that can only access data through le
requests. The extensible and active nature of the DSS allows
almost arbitrary functionality to be implemented via modules.
Through this, we plan to investigate a range of distributed and
hierarchical data organisation and transfer paradigms appli-
cable to on-line active data archives.
The DSS infrastructure allows us to integrate many dier-
ent forms of storage management technology. For example,
a client application program running on a PC can access a
networked DSS mount point, which acts as an interface to a
high capacity tape silo. The application issues normal le read
and write calls, but the data it is accessing could be stored on
tapes in a facility many thousands on kilometres away. The
latency delays will of course signicantly aect the application
performance, but this is still a very useful technology for in-
tegrating together the storage access components of an active
data archive.
V. Interface Standards for Active Data Archives
Providing on-line access to data archives enables any num-
ber of dierent applications to access data from a particular
archive, and also allows a specic application to access data
from multiple distributed archives. In order to support in-
teroperability and easy access to multiple data archives from
multiple application programs, it is crucial to dene standard-
ised interfaces to query, process and access data from on-line
archives.
Many large on-line data sets consist of geospatial data, in-
cluding vector data such as region boundaries, roads, and
rivers; grid-based data such as elevation and land use; and
raster image data such as aerial photography and satellite
data. Spatial data is used in many dierent applications, and
is often crucial for decision support systems.
It is therefore not surprising that there has been a lot of ef-
fort to provide metadata and interface standards for geospatial0-7695-0981-9/01data, by a number of groups such as the Open GIS Consor-
tium (OGC) [26], the ISO technical committee on geoinfor-
matics (ISO TC211), the U.S. National Imagery and Map-
ping Association (NIMA), the U.S. Federal Geographic Data
Committee (FGDC), the Committee for Earth Observation
Satellites (CEOS), etc. The ultimate goal of these eorts is
to enable a standardised global spatial data infrastructure.
Standards for querying data archives require standards for
specifying metadata. A number of standards bodies have been
tackling the issue of standard metadata elds for some time
now, to allow clients to pose queries that will be understood by
data archives that conform to the appropriate metadata stan-
dards. General metadata standards are being developed for
searching Web sites and on-line digital libraries [10], but most
of the eort involves the development of metadata standards
that reect the data content in particular elds of interest, for
example the work by ISO, OGC, FGDC and CEOS to develop
metadata for geospatial data. A problem here is that many
data sets are used by dierent user groups that may dene
their own (incompatible) metadata standards or data models.
A similar issue is how to handle revisions to the data model,
so that if a server is upgraded to use new metadata elds,
client applications that use a previous version will still work.
A solution is to develop interfaces for querying metadata that
can support multiple data models or data views.
More recently there has been a move towards standardising
interfaces for accessing and processing data from on-line data
archives, particularly for scientic data [20, 42]. NIMA and
the Open GIS Consortium have been particularly pro-active
in developing standard interfaces to spatial data archives for a
variety of distributed computing technologies, including Java,
CORBA, and Web interfaces.
Our research into software support for distributed archives
of geospatial image data included the development of a Java
and CORBA implementation [7] of NIMA's Geospatial and
Imagery Access Services (GIAS) specication [39]. GIAS was
the rst widely-used standard for accessing geospatial data
archives using object-oriented distributed computing, and a
variant of this specication has recently been accepted as part
of the OpenGIS Catalog Access Services standard [27], which
supports both CORBA/IDL and HTTP/CGI interfaces. We
also worked on improving the specication and implementa-
tion of the GIAS to allow more ecient access of multiple
federated data archives [12].
Developing a software architecture and associated interface
standards to enable ecient distributed processing of geospa-
tial image data from on-line data archives is a much more
complex problem than specifying interfaces for querying and
accessing data. NIMA is developing the Geospatial and Im-
agery eXploitation Services (GIXS) framework [40] to address
this problem, however it is currently much less mature than
the GIAS specication, and a lot of work still needs to be
done to create a comprehensive framework that is ecient
and easy to use. Sun are also tackling this issue with their
Java Advanced Imaging (JAI) [35] package. We are currently
working with DSTO on an implementation of the GIXS us-
ing JAI, and investigating potential improvements to both of
these specications [8].
As the development and use of active data archives and dis- $10.00 (c) 2001 IEEE 8
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dards for interfacing to on-line data archives will be developed
for many dierent application areas and user communities.
Since much of the basic functionality of these interfaces will be
common to all application areas, it is to be hoped that organ-
isations such as the Object Management Group (developers
of CORBA standards), Sun (Java standards), and the Grid
Forum [13] (standards for wide-area metacomputing or grid
computing), can work towards developing general standards
for querying, accessing and processing data from distributed
on-line data archives.
VI. Summary and Future Work
Our experiences in building active data archive systems
have allowed us to explore and evaluate many of the com-
monly available distributed computing technologies. We con-
clude that a wide-area on-line data archive, which will consist
of many separately owned and managed data collections, re-
quires:
1. A smart client, consisting of a lightweight core that can re-
congure itself from a networked repository of domain-specic
interface components, and which will allow users to pose
queries of the archive system;
2. A set of bulk and metadata management components, that
will in practice consist of o-the-shelf components such as re-
lational databases and large lesystems on disks, arrays of
disks, and bulk data media such as robotic tape silos;
3. A exible set of software components to allow storage tech-
nologies to be integrated together, under control of the mid-
dleware system;
4. A middleware system to allow data requests, transfers and
processing actions to be invoked using standard interfaces.
We believe Java is currently the best software technology
for 1. A mix of Java and CORBA technologies with close ad-
herence to emerging standards for data access and processing
is appropriate for 4. Storage systems will inevitably consist
of semi-proprietary solutions such as databases and bulk data
mangement systems, but we believe 3 can be usefully built
from well designed systems level components such as DWorFS
to interface to 4 and shield the systems developer from too
many changes in 2.
There are a variety of distributed computing technologies
that can be used to interface to on-line active data archives,
and the best one to use will depend on the type of applica-
tion. Many of the current interfaces to on-line data archives
use basic Web technologies, accessing data from forms-based
Web pages via HTTP and CGI. This is ne for applications
accessing mostly static data from a single data archive, with
perhaps a limited selection of processing services and a client
that only requires a relatively simple, static interface. A more
sophisticated, interactive interface that allows some process-
ing on the client side can be achieved using a Java applet,
which can still access data using HTTP and server-side pro-
cessing services using CGI.
A more complex application may require access to multi-
ple data archives, and a greater variety of processing services.
This can be more readily achieved using Java and/or CORBA,
which provide more advanced distributed and object-oriented
programming environments. Many active data archives and0-7695-0981-9/01applications, particularly with large distributed data sets and
substantial computational requirements, can benet greatly
from a higher-level middleware infrastructure (such as DIS-
CWorld) that provides metacomputing support to transpar-
ently and eciently handle distributed data archives and high-
end compute, storage and network resources.
There are a number of outstanding research issues to be
properly addressed in constructing a reliable middleware sys-
tem for supporting on-line active data archives. We believe
we have a suitable development framework to usefully experi-
ment with most of these. Our current system addresses many
of the scheduling and process placement problems [24]. We
have carried out some preliminary experiments in incorporat-
ing encryption and digital signatures in our system [16], and
it now appears that many of these problems can be devolved
to a careful deployment of the Java Cryptix package [38] in
client and server side codes. There remain issues of encryp-
tion performance to be addressed however. Our DISCWorld
middleware and storage system components are already fairly
portable and could be implemented on almost any modern
computer system. The middleware daemon, which is written
in pure Java, is already bytecode portable.
The security of raw and derived data is one of the biggest
concerns of creators and maintainers of large digital libraries.
Closely related to the security issue is that of data economics
and electronic commerce. Part of the security measures for a
digital library is that users be held accountable for the data
they access, or the processing services they use in an active
data archive. This may take the form of a monetary amount,
or perhaps limits on data sizes for downloads or CPU time for
processing services. Also, dierent users may have dierent
access privileges to sensitive data.
Incorporating security and electronic commerce transaction
support to enable an on-line data archive to function in a com-
mercial arena is an area we have not yet addressed. However
technologies are emerging to allow secure data transmission
and authenticated transactions support for electronic com-
merce activities, and Java based e-commerce systems are al-
ready being uptaken by nancially demanding organisations
such as banks. It is likely that the frameworks that are emerg-
ing will allow ready incorporation of e-commerce support into
a Java-based system such as we describe.
The key problem of designing a scalable system using
present technology is still unsolved. The peer-peer approach
we adopt does not present any major bottlenecks, but scala-
bility cannot be assured until a full-scale distributed system
with realistic usage patterns is built and tested.
In conclusion, we believe there is at least a tractable route to
addressing, if not completely solving, all the known problems
of constructing a wide-area on-line data archive.
We are presently expanding the functionality of our middle-
ware daemon and are developing a collection of recongurable
client interface components. We continue to focus on areas in-
volving bulk data and high-end computing, communications
and storage, such as geospatial data and imagery access and
analysis. This area has the additional advantage that some
of the standardisation issues for data transport and interop-
erability are being addressed by the emerging OpenGIS stan-
dards, which oer an interesting opportunity for testing our $10.00 (c) 2001 IEEE 9
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